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Collisional Damping of Plasma Oscillation 

-Application of the Uni白edTheory一一

1. Collision Theory 
(Received December 9， 1964) 

Masatada OGASA W ARA* 

Abstract 

Damping rate of plasma oscillation is calculated with use of the Boltzmann 
equation for the screened coulomb potential exp ( -ksr )/r， r and k.~ -1 being the 
distance between particles and the screening distance. The resuJt is required 
for applying the unified theory. 

1. Introduction 

E妊ectof collisions on the plasma oscillation has been investigated by the present 

author ω(hereafter refered to as the paper 1) by using Boltzmann's collision term. 

As is well known collision integrals， however， diverge logarithmically at large 

impact parameter due to the long-range nature of coulomb force. Usually cut 0任

with the Debye length is employed to obtain finite co11ision integral. In this way 

we have a logarithmic factor which is called coulomb logarithm， with physically 

introduced cut 0妊length. Thus our rate of damping of plasma oscillation contains.-

ambiguity through the argument of coulomb logarithm. 

Recently Kihara and Aonoωdeveloped a new theory which enables us to obtain 

transport coe伍cientsor relaxation constants with exact arguments in the coulomb 

logarithms. The new theory is called the unified theory. 

The aim of the present series of papers is to obtain the damping coefficient of 

plasma oscillation with the exact coulomb logarithms in the long wavelength limit 

by applying the unified theory. 

Let us briefly survey the unified theory. The interactions between particles much 

closer than the Debye length are binary and can be treated with the usual Boltz-

mann equation. Those between particles much remoter than the close impact radius 

are collective and can be treated with the “wave theory ぺinwhich the system of 

particles is regarded as a continuous medium with a dielectric constant e (k，ω) of 

the wave number k and frequency ω. For high temperature plasmas 

c/ose imραct radius ~ Debye radius. (1・1}

勺j、 笠 原正忠 Schoolof Engineering Keio University， Koganei Tokyo ]apan. 
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2 Masatada OGASA W ARA 

Therefore the regions of validity of the "collision theory", which is based on 

the Boltzmann equation, and the wave theory greatly overlap each other. By taking 
this fact as a clue to the problem, Kihara <3) proved the following theorem. 

co 

X=X,.+ jCX(k)-X,.(k)] dk, 
0 

(1 • 2) 

Here X,. is the expression of the transport coefficient or the relaxation constant 

·obtained by the collision theory with use of the screened coulomb potential exp ( -~~:r) 

00 

jr, r being the distance between the particles. And J X(k) dk=Xwave is that ob-
o 

tained by the wave theory in the integral form with respect to the wave number 

k. An auxiliary parameter 11: must be chosen in the intermediate region 

close impact radius ~ ~~:- 1 ~ Debye radius. (1 • 3) 

The final result is independent of 11:. The name " unified theory " comes from the 
fact that the exact expression of X is obtained by unifying X,. and Xwave by the 
theorem (1 · 2). 

The expression XK for the damping rate of the plasma oscillation is obtained in 
the first paper of our series. The expressions Xwave and X are to be found in the 
next papers of the series. The plasma under consideration is composed of electrons 
and ions of one type, and in thermal equilbrium at temperature T 0• In II we write 
the Boltzmann equation in the relation between velocity moments of the electron 

velocity distribution function. In III the high-frequency conductivity is evaluated 
with use of the equation which is derived in II. Then the dispersion relation for 
the plasma oscillation is obtained. In Appendix B the algebraic error contained 
in the paper 1 is corrected. 

II. Integrated moment equation 

In this section we write the Boltzmann equation in the velocity integrated form. 
·This equation enables us to obtain macroscopic quantities only by simple algebraic 

calculation. 
Let f(v) be a velocity distribution function of electrons, v being the velocity. 

The Boltzmann equation for the electrons in an external electric field E is given as 

_at+ v • _af_ _ eE • _at_= (-a[_) 
at ax m av at coLL 

(2 • 1) 

where x, -e, m, E and (-~f) cou mean position, charge, mass of the electron, the 

( 2) 
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external electric field and the effect of collisions, respectively. The ions are smeared 

out as a positive charge background for retaining charge neutrality. 

Regarding E as a perturbation, we write 

f(v, x, t)=fo(v)+f(l)(v, x, t), 

fCD(v, x, t)=fo(v)</>(v, x, t), 1</>1~1. 

fo being Maxwellian velocity distribution; 

fo(v) =no(2rr':rJ! exp(- 2~v;.J. 

(2 . 2) 

(2. 3) 

where n0 , T 0 , and " express number density, temperature and the Boltzmann con

stant, respectively. Linearizing the Boltzmann equation (2 • 1), we have 

~ +v • _§1_- ...!!_E • l_~lo = -nof</> at ax m lo av , 

where ] is the Boltzmann collision operator which is defined as 

J</>Cv1) = ~o J J J fo(v2)[</>(vl) +</>Cv2) -</>Cvn 

-</>(v/)]gl(g, x)sinxdxd.s dv2. 

(2 • 4) 

(2 • 5) 

Here prime means the velocity after the collision and l(g, X) sinx dx d .s indicates the 

differential cross section for scattering into the solid angle sinx dx d .s with the 

speed g= lvl-v21 = lv/-v/1. 
Now we introduce a complete set of orthogonal functions defined as <1) 

Wrt(V) = cprl(V) = __!_ ~lpl( ~z) s(r) (~2)' 
Nrl Nrl ~ l+! 

(2. 6) 

(2. 7) 

where Pt and s<~) are the Legendre and Sonine polynomials, respectively. ~ and 
Nrt mean the dimensionless velocity and the normalization constant. 

When we define an inner product of two arbitrary functions of v, <j>(v) and 

<)J(v), by 

(2. 8) 

the relation of orthogonality of the set { W rd is given 

(2 • 9) 

We expand <j>(v, x, t) in terms of Wrl with time- and space-varying coefficients 

as follows 

( 3 ) 
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if>(v, X, t)=~arz(X, t)Wrz(v), 
rl 

are(X, t) = (Wrz, if>)=___!_ jfc0 1JI'rz dv. 
no 

(2·10) 

(2 ·11) 

The coefficients arz's that mean the moments of /co with respect to 1JI' rz's are used 
in place of 1m throughout this paper. These coefficients are connected with the 
deviations of several macroscopic quantities such as number density, macroscop

ic velocity, temperature etc. from their equilibrium values. 

Substituting the expansion (2·10) into (2 • 5), we have 

-no] if>= -no~ arz!Wrz=-~ i;~) arz1f!st. (2·12) 
rl 

where 

; Cl) _ (11r J1rr ) _ ; Cl) 
Ars -no ~rl, rsl -Asr • (2·13) 

Here ). (;; 's correspond to the collision frequencies and can be shown to be positive 

definite, which shows the relaxation feature. We express the electron-electron and 
,electron-ion collision frequencies by ). and A, respectively, then we can write 

i(l) = ).Cl) + A(l) 
rs rs rs • 

From the conservation laws it follows that 

).~g)=A~~)=O, 

;.~~)=).~~)=A~~)= A~g) = 0 , 

).~~)=0. 

(2·14) 

(2·15) 

First, second and third lines express conservations of number density, energy 
and momentum, respectively. The values of ). c56 and A~~ are given in Appendix A. 

Substitution of (2·10) into the Boltzmann equation (2 . 4) yields 

~ a;i 1Jf;i+ ~v. _j_ a;i 1JI';j- eE • 1._ ato 
ij ax m fo av 

=-~ a;j ).~{) 7JI'sj, (2·16) 
ijs 

where dot implies time derivative. Operating _!_Jdv fo lfFrz on both sides of this 
no 

equation, we obtain, with use of the orthogonality of Wrz, 

Grz+ ~ (Wrz, v1JI'iJ) • _aa a;J+ eTE • (Wrz, v) 
ij X IC o 

-- "\'; (l) • - £...JAri atl• 
i 

(2·17) 

Assuming the directions of E and the space variation be in the direction of z-axis, 

( 4) 
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we can write the equation (2·17) as follows 

· a eE 
arl+vo L: (Wrl, .;z Wii) -a aii+vo -T (Wrl, .;z) 

ij z fC 0 

=- L: Ii~) au . 
i 

Making use of a recurrence formula which is given by <1) 

we obtain 

Alr=(l+1) I l+r+! 
'V (21 + 1) (21 +3) , 

Brl = (l + 1) I r 
'V (21+1) (21+3), 

Czrl+Vo ;Z [ Arlar, l+1-Brlar-11 l+1+Crlar, l-1-Drlar+h l-1 

+vo eET No1 Oro ol1 =- L: IiP ail. 
fC i 

5 

(2·18) 

(2·19) 

(2·20) 

(2·21) 

This is the integrated moment equation which manages the behavior of the moment 

In the next section we will use this equation to obtain the dispersion relation 
for the plasma oscillation. 

III. Dispersion relation for plasma oscillation 

The first aim of this section is to calculate high-frequency conductivity, from 
which we can obtain the dispersion relation for the plasma oscillation. This is the 

principal object of this section. 
We confine ourselves to the case of long wavelength and to the case of collision 

frequency A. much less than the frequency of plasma oscillation. 
Let the space- and time-varying high-frequency electric field 

E=Ez exp [i(kz-wt) J (3 . 1) 

be applied to the plasma, then electrons are deviated from their equilblium state. 
Then there appears cj>(v, z, t) or arz(z, t). These are described by the equation 
(2·21). By putting 

are oc exp [i(kz-wt)]' 

we obtain from (2 ·21) 

-iwarz+ikvo[Arzar, l+1-Brzar-11 l+1+Crzar, l-1-Drzar+h l-1 

+vo~Tl};__ No1 Oro oz1=-L: i~~) ail· 
fC 0 

( 5) 

(3 • 2) 
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Dividing both sides of this expression by the frequency of the plasma oscillation we, 

which is defined by 

we obtain the integrated moment equation in the dimensionless form 

where 

<l) _ iA~~ 
lJri ----;;;; 

A' rl =,v'2 Arl , B' rl =,v'2 Brl, C' rl =,v'2Crl, D' rl =.v'2 Drl , 

(3 • 3) 

(3. 4) 

(3 • 5) 

and k;; = 4nnoe
2 

is the Debye constant. (3 • 6) 
KT0 

From the assumptions mentioned at the beginning of this section, it follows that 

-
" ~1. 

Then we seek the solution of (3 ·4) in the form 

arl = :E "m lJna<;!i' n). 
o=:;;m=:;;2 
o::;: n::;:l 

By substituting (3·8) into (3·4), we have 

!Ja<:t' n) + 4: lJ<;~ a<;t' n-n- [A'rz a<;';z~ln) -B'rz a<;n_J.!'z~l 
~ 

The electron current j is obtained as 

j= -e J Vz/(v)dv= -e J vzfo(v) if>(v, z, t)dv 

= -enovoNol :E arl Clffoh 1Jfrz) 
rl 

(3 • 7) 

(3. 8) 

(3. 9) 

(3·10) 

Hence for the purpose of obtaining high-frequency conductivity the solution of 

(3· 9) for a01 is required. 
From (3·9) we obtain a<~· n) as follows. 

( 6) 
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[ 1] (m, n) = (0, 0) 

The nonvanishing moment of this order is only a~~· 0
', 

a <o• O)- a E 
01 - ?J . 

[ 2] (m, n) = (1, 0) 

The nonvanishing moments are 

a<h o) _ A'oo a<O• o) 
00 - Q 01 ' a

<1• o) __ B' 10 a<o• o) 
10 - Q 01 , a<h o) _ C'oza<o• o) 

02 - Q 01 

Hence 

[ 3] (m, n) = (2, 0) 

Substitution of (3 ·12) into this yields 

where use has been made of (2· 20). Then we have 

a<2• o) _ 3 a<o• o) 
01 - 7J2 01 • 

By performing similar calculations, we have the following results 

ao<o1. O) = ~ E ' ao<1h O) = 0 ' a<2• O) - 3 a<o. O) 
~,: 01 - 7J2 01 ' 

(!) 
a<O• 1) - _ l.loo a<O• 0) 

01 - Q 01 

a<z• o =- _!_ [6vo) +.!. v<2)- _§_ ;10 JJ<n] a<o• o) 
01 [}3 00 3 00 5 v 01 01 • 

By taking account of (3· 5) and the law of conservation (2·15), we have 

hence 

2 1 "A<t) 
~=1+3~--~ 
a~~,O) [}2 Q We 

6 v' f(T 1 t" ACl)J 
-----~ = f3 5 Q We - ' 

( 7) 

7 

(3·11) 

(3·12) 

(3·13) 

(3·14) 

(3·15) 

(3·16) 

(3 ·17) 

(3·18) 
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From (3 ·10) and (3 ·18) the conductivity a= k is given as 

a= -n0 e (K~o)i ~f . (3·19) 

Now that a is obtained, we can obtain the dispersion relation for the plasma 
oscillation by the following relations 

s=1- 4rra s=O. 
iw ' 

(3·20) 

Here s is the dielectric constant of the electron plasma and s = 0 gives the dis
persion relation for the longitudinal oscillation. Then we obtain, with use of the 

definition of a and a 

Hence the dispersion relation is obtained 

~ =fi=1+3~ __ z,· oo 
( ) 

2 2 1 . 1Ct) 

We Q Q We 

(3·21) 

- --+-- -+- 01 
K

2 
[ 6 iA~~) 4 1 (i ..{~g) iAW) 6 .V10 1 iACl)J 

- f22 Q We 3 Q We We - -5-QWe · 

This expression agrees with the corrected result of the paper 1. (See Appedix B.) 
The dispersion relation (3· 21) is solved by successive approximation when we 

take account of (3 · 7). In the first approximation we put Q = 1 and obtain 

(3 ·22) 

The second approximation to the frequency is found by substituting the first ap
proximation into the right-hand side of (3· 21). Then we obtain 

( ) 

2 - ·Act) 
~ =1+3K 2-~ 
We We 

(3·23) 

Now writing w in real and imaginary parts as 

(3·24) 

we have from (3·23) 

(3·25) 

w·- We { 1 ACt) +~2 [ 3 ACt)+ 2 (..{C2) + AC2)) 3v10 A(l)]} 
z - w; 2 00 4 00 3 00 00 - -5- 01 

- 1 ACt)+ ;:2 [ 2 ( iC2)+AC2))- 3-VIOA(l)J - 2 oo •• 3 Aoo oo - 5- 01 • (3·26) 

( 8) 
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The imaginary part gives the rate of damping of the plasma oscillation. From 
Appendix A, collision integrals are given as 

A~~)= 4~2 n0K' [znA'- ~ J. 
ACI) -

4vi5 n K' [zn A'- l] 
01--5- 0 6 ' 

AC2) - S,Vz n K' ln A' 
00 --5- 0 ' 

where 

here ln r =0. 57722 is Euler's constant. 
When Z = 1, the damping rate is given as 

2,V2 ( 1) Wt= -
3
-n0K lnA- 2 

( k )2 [ 16 4,V2 ( 21 )] + k; 15n0 K inA- -
3
-n0K ln A- 10 . 

(3 • 27) 

(3 • 28) 

(3 • 29) 

The terms including -V-2 arise from electron-ion collision, the remaining term from 
electron-electron collision. 

Appendix B Evaluation of (({)pt, Je-i lpqt) and Cr;o2, Je-e cp02) 

[ 1] (lpPl, Je-i lpql) 

Assuming the mass ratio of the electron mass m to the ion mass M be zero, 
namely 

m 
}it =O, 

we have from (2·5) the collision operator le-i for electron-ion collision 

]e-i¢(v)= f f[¢(v)-¢(v')]vl(v, x)sinxdxds. 

The generating function of the Sonine polynomial is given by 

S=-s-
1-s · 

( 9) 

(A· 1) 

(A· 2) 

(A· 3) 
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Then it follows that 

x J j[ ~tpt ( ~;) e-8~
2 

-et Pt ( ~/) e-s~'
2

] vi (v, X) sinx dx de . (A· 4) 

On account of the assumption of infinite mass ratio (A·1), the energy of the elec

tron is conserved in collisions with the ions. Then it follows 

Hence (A·4) reduces to 

where 

At= J jCPt(cos8)-Pt(cos8')Jl(v,x) sinxdxde, 

cosO = 5.3_ 
~ ' 

cosO'= 5..!_ 
~ . 

From Fig. 1 it follows 

cos8'=cos8 cosx+sin8 sinx cose. 

Then readily we have 

27< 

(A· 5) 

(A· 6) 

JPt(cosO')de =2n:Pt(cos8) Pt(cosx). 
0 

Inserting this into (A· 6), we obtain 

At=2n:Pl(cos8)J[l-Pl(cosx)Jl(v, X) sinxdx 

(A· 7) 

Fig. 1. With use of (A·3), (A· 5) and (A· 7) we have 

I: Sq tP(<fJPt, }e-i <{Jqt) 
p=O 
p=O 

=2n:v0 [(1-s) (1-t)]-<t+!) 2~J[Pt (cos8)] 2 d(cos8) 
n:2 

X Je-(l+S+TH2 el+3 Bt (~) d~ 
0 

(A· 8) 

lf we a dot a screened coulomb potential _!_ exp ( -ks r), where r is the distance 
r 

(10) 
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between two interacting particles and ks-I is the screening distance, we obtain w 

(A· 9) 

(A·10) 

where JJ-=MMm is the reduced mass, Ze is the charge of an ion and ln r=O. 57722 
+m 

is Euler's constant. By use of (A· 9) and (A·10) we obtain 

B (~) = 2 ( Ze2 )2 [zn 2mv2 - ..!..] 
I mv2 rZe2ks 2 

3 ( Ze
2 

)
2 

1 [ 4tcT J B2(~) = 2 tcTo ~ ln rZe2ks -1+ln~2 . 

Thus Bz is written as follows 

1 ( Ze2 
)

2 Cz Bz=- - - (Dz+ln l:2) 
2 tcT0 e ~ ' 

where 

D -! 4tcT0 1 2- n-Z2k-. r e s 

Substituting (A·13) into (A· 8), we obtain 

=2-\1'2; (tcTo)i (Ze2)2 [ (1-s) (1-t) J-<z+!) _2_ Cz 
m tcT0 2! + 1 

0> 

X je-Cl+S+T)E2 ez-I [Dz+lneJ d~. 
0 

(A·ll) 

(A·12) 

(A·13) 

(A·14} 

(A·15) 

The integral in this expression is evaluated by changing variable as follows 

Then 
"' f e-<I+s+T) E2 el-I [Dz +ln~2J d~ 

0 

= 2(1+1+T)zJe-x xl-I [Dz-ln(l+S+T) +lnx] dx 
0 

F(l) 
2(1+S+T)l [Dz-ln(l+S+T)+¢(!)], (A·16) 

(11) 
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where use has been made of the formula C5) 

00 

J e-x xl-tfn x dx=F'(l) =cp(l) F(l). (A· 17) 

Here cp (l) is digamma function. Values of cp (l) are given by 

o/(1) = -ln r, o/(2)=1-lnr. (A· 18) 

From (A·l4), (A·l5), (A·l6) and (A·l8) we obtain 

(A· 19) 

"" ( J 6v'2n: (KTo)! (zez)z 
.t...J sqtp <ppz, e-i <pg2) = -5- m KTo 

_7 

x [ (1-s) (1-t)] ~ [zn 4KTo -ln(l +S+ T)]. 
(1+S+T) 2 r 2Ze2ks 

(A. 20) 

Taking account of S= 1~ and T= -
1

t , we can rewrite (A·l9) and (A·20), 
-s -t 

namely, 

_ _a 

x [ C 1-s) C 1-t) J 2 [z n 4 /C To - _!_ -l n C 1 + s + T) J ' 
1-st r 2Ze 2ks 2 

(A· 21) 

_ _a 

x [ (1-s) (1-t) J 2 
[zn 4KTo -ln(l +S+ T)]. 

(1-st) 2 r 2Ze 2ks 
(A· 22) 

These expressions agree with what is given in the paper 1 ( C ·12) except for the 

factor which includes the coulomb logarithm. 

[ 2] (g>oz, Je-e g>oz) 

From the definitions of the inner product and the collison operator le-e for elec
tron-electron collision, we have 

(<poz,fe-e<po2) = n~ 2 f f f f fo(Vt)fo(v2)<poz(Vt)[<poz(Vt) +<poz(V2) 

- <poz(Vt)-<po2(vz')]gl(g, X) sinxdxds dv1dv2. 

Substituting the expression 

<poz=eP2( ~z)s::! Cez)=~ 2P2 ( ~z), 

(12) 

(A· 23) 

(A· 24) 
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into (A·23), we have 

(A· 25) 

where we have used the law of energy consevation; 

(A • 26) 

Let us introduce the center of mass velocity G and the relative velocity g by 

v1=G+~, v2=G-~, (A·27) 

with 

The expression in the bracket of (A· 25) is then written as 

(A· 28) 

with 

COS{) = .!I.!_ COS{) I = 1fl_ = !f.L g , g' g , 

cos()'= cos() cosx+ sine sinx cos s . (A· 29) 

Taking into account of (A·28), (A·29) and (A·10), we obtain 

~ 2~ 

J dx sin xi (g, X) J d s C¥'o2Cv1) +¥'o2Cv2) -¥'o2(v/) -¥'o2Cv2')] 
0 0 

~ 

= rcP2(cos()) (~fjdx sinxJ(g,x)[1-P2(cosx)J 
0 

(A·30) 

The expression (A· 24) is rewritten by using (A· 27) as 

- 1 [ 3 ( g z ) 2 1 ( g ) 2] ¥'o2(v) - Vo 2 Gz+ 2 - 2 G+ 2 . 

The term which is proportional to P 2(cos ()) in ¥'o2Cv1) is given as 

(A·31) 

Only this term of all terms of ¥'o2Cv1) contributes to (¥>02 , le-e ¥>02) because of the 

(13) 
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orthogonality of Pz(cos 0). Using (A·30), (A·31) and performing all integrations, 

we obtain 

thus 

(A·32) 

Appendix B 

The result of the paper 1 (5·8) contains algebraic error, so in this appendix we 

will show correct result; 
From (1-5· 7) the dispersion relation is given as 

( w ) 
2 

- 1 3 + 2 A 
4 

"\' ( j (l) ACl)) J J - - - 2 ; 2 - £..J 1\ rs + rs sl rl ' 
We A W r, s, l 

(B • 1) 

where 
k 

tc= kD' 

and 

Taking the long wavelength limit, we can write lrz as 

1 1 i . 1 r _1 ~ 1 1 ] 
]rz= T OroOzo+ J:2 -vf"2 OroOzl- J:3l_V73 OroUl2-~ OnOlo+ 2 OroOlo 

(B • 2) 

Terms with underline when substituted into (B·1) do not contribute to the dis
persion relation due to the conservations of number density and energy. Thus we 
obtain 

(14) 
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Then taking account of the conservation of momentum J.W =0 in electron-electron 
collision, we obtain the correct result 
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